The following acquisition/selection problem is considered: a group of N targets is observed at time t0 and one of them is designated (targeting information). At some later time t1 the target group is again observed from a stand-o missile. The targets are assumed to move as a group, as well as individually, between observation times and so have a dependent motion model. The detection probability at t1 is less than one and so not all targets may have been detected. There is also the possibility that not all measurements received at t1 originate from targets. The problem is to estimate the state of the designated target at time t1, given the two sets of measurements, ie to recover the designated target. In this paper we employ a dependent target motion model within a multiple hypothesis framework. The motion of the targets is modelled as the result of two e ects: a bulk component which is common to all targets and an individual contribution which is independent from target to target. A closed form solution is derived for the linear-Gaussian special case and a simulation example illustrating the technique is presented.
Introduction
A key problem in missile guidance is that of acquiring the required target in a multiple object scenario. In this paper we present a Bayesian technique for assisting this operation. It is assumed that a group of targets is observed at time t 0 via the re control system and one of these is designated. This pattern of targets, including the designation marker is passed to the stand-o missile as targeting information (either pre-launch or via a data link). The missile then ies to the acquisition point and scans the target group with its seeker (at time t 1 ). The problem is to estimate the state of the designated target given the two sets of measurements, ie to recover the designated target from which the acquisition process may be initiated. The algorithm assumes that the targets move as a group, as well as individually, between observation times and that the detection probability at t 1 is less than one, so that some of the targets may not be detected. There is also the possibility that not all measurements received at t 1 originate from targets. This problem is one of data association. The simplest approach to problems of association uncertainty is the nearest neighbour method: select that association hypothesis that maximises the measurement likelihood. An obvious drawback is that the resulting posterior distribution of the target state ignores uncertainty in the chosen measurement association and so is unduly optimistic. Also, if there are a large number of associations having similar likelihood, there will be a large probability of the chosen hypothesis being incorrect. The multiple hypothesis approach is a better way of modelling signi cant uncertainty. In this approach, the posterior probabilities of a number of possible associations are evaluated. This allows for the possibility of the most likely option being incorrect and incorporates uncertainty about the association into the posterior distribution. Rather than consider all possible measurement/target associations, it is usual practice to use a gating technique to eliminate very unlikely possibilities. For many interesting problems, a large number of hypotheses may still remain after gating and it is often desirable to perform a further (posterior) hypothesis reduction after measurement update. This may be necessary to facilitate further processing of the estimator output. The most extreme form of posterior reduction is the PDAF (probabilistic data association lter) approach (see ref 1] ) where the posterior pdf of the target state is approximated by a single Gaussian. A variety of other reduction methods have been proposed for retention of more information (see refs 2] to 5]).
7.1
A common feature of almost all target tracking/ data association algorithms is the assumption that all the targets present have independent motion models. Exceptions to this are 6] and 7]. In 6], a general formulation of the problem is given allowing dependence between target motion models; however an explicit solution including this feature is not attempted. In 7] the problem is formulated for a Gaussian in uence diagram, which performs a sequence of tests to estimate the association hypothesis. In discussion of 7] , Speed suggests that it would be better to explicitly model the relationships between targets, and hence obtain the posterior probabilities of the association and the posterior distribution of the target state. This is the approach adopted for our target selection problem (also see 8] from which this paper is derived). In section 2 we give a detailed problem formulation and in section 3 the required probability models are described. A general solution is presented in functional form in section 4. Then in section 5 we consider particular modelling choices which admit an analytic solution. Here all the models are assumed to be linear and Gaussian and the posterior pdf is obtained as a Gaussian mixture distribution. In Section 6, a hypothesis reduction technique has been developed with the aim of pruning very unlikely hypotheses, which make negligible contribution to the posterior pdf, prior to evaluation. A simulation example illustrating algorithm performance is presented in section 7.
A formal problem statement
It is assumed that there are N targets present. These are observed by one sensor at time t 0 and then by another (possibly di erent) sensor at a later time t 1 . During the intervening period it is assumed that the number of targets remains constant. The state of target i at time t k is denoted by x ki where k=0,1 and i=1,: : :,N. In this paper the target state vector is assumed to contain position, however in general it could also include other attributes. We denote the set of target state vectors at time k by: X k =(x k1 ,: : :, x kN ) where k=0 or 1. The set of measurements obtained at time t k is denoted by: Z k =(z k1 ,: : :, z kN k ) where k=0 or 1.
At k=0, it is assumed that every target is detected, so that N 0 =N. However at k=1, each measurement z 1i may originate either from one of the targets or it may originate from some other process. Measurements not originating from a target will be generically referred to as spurious measurements. Also at k=1, it is possible that not all of the N targets are detected. For these reasons, in general N6 =N 1 . Also, the measurements cannot be associated with the individual targets with certainty (ie z ki does not necessarily originate from x ki ). One of the measurements from the set Z 0 is designated. Without loss of generality, the measurements are relabelled so that z 01 is the designated measurement. It is assumed that the measurement z 01 originates from a target d, where d is unknown. The problem is to estimate the state x 1d of target d at time t 1 , after the receipt of the set of measurements Z 1 , ie we wish to estimate the state of the designated target. For the Bayesian solution it is required to obtain the pdf of x 1d given all available information. This pdf is denoted by p(x 1d jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) and from this acquisition is initiated.
Clearly, in order to solve the above problem several relationships have to be modelled. Firstly it is necessary to model the mechanism by which the sensors extract measurements from the scenario. Also, the process by which the scenario evolves with time has to be modelled. To render the problem tractable, it is assumed that only two types of spurious measurement are possible: the rst being generated independently of the targets (and subsequently referred to as clutter) and the second type being in some way generated by the targets (and so being target state dependent). Since there are N targets, the number of possible sources for a spurious measurement is N+1. This is composed of N possible sources for spurious measurements caused by targets (assuming all N targets are capable of causing a spurious measurement) and one source corresponding to clutter. Clearly the generation mechanism may be di erent for each source. The number of targets detected at t 1 is unknown. This is a further layer of uncertainty in addition to the unknown measurement/ target association. Also, the unknown association between spurious measurements and their generating sources needs to be considered. In the case of spurious measurements caused by a target, the question of how to deal with the resulting measurement has to be addressed: is the measurement to be incorporated into the state estimate (ie extract information on the target state) or is it simply to be discarded as useless. A convenient diagrammatic view of the association problem is given in g 1. Starting from the top left of g 1, we see that from the N target states in X 0 are extracted N measurements which are contained in Z 0 . Without loss of generality, the numbering of the targets can be assigned so that z 0i originates from x 0i . The To model this, mappings , and are introduced. The e ect of these mappings is to partition the measurement set Z 1 , received at time t 1 , into a set Z T (composed of those measurements to be associated as originating from targets) and a set Z R (composed of those measurements to be associated as spurious measurements). Hence the measurement association hypothesis may be represented by the compound mapping =( , , ). The mapping partitions the measurement set Z 1 into Z T , and Z R . Thus, :f1,..,N 1 g!f0,1g with (i)=1 implying that under hypothesis , measurement z 1i belongs to Z T and (i)=0 implying that z 1i belongs to Z R . Note that form the range of . The symbols and represent the same hypothesis and will be used interchangeably.
Finally, associates the members of Z R with their generating sources, :f1,..,N 1 -N D ( )g! f0,1,..,Ng where (i) = 0 source of measurement z Ri is clutter m target m is the source of measurement z Ri with 1 m N. Note that whilst is a one to one mapping, and are many to one. For this is due to the possibility of many spurious measurements being associated with the same source. It has also been assumed that the prior distributions for each target x 0i are identical, hence since all targets and only targets are observed at time t 0 , it is permissible to re-label the targets so that target i is the originator of z 0i . Thus target 1 is the designated target and the problem is to obtain p(x 11 jZ 1 ,Z 0 ).
Probability models Target dynamics
The model proposed for the target dynamics and the resulting solution are the most important contributions of this paper. Instead of using the standard assumption that all N targets move independently between time steps, it is assumed that the motion of the targets between t 0 and t 1 is the result of two e ects: a bulk component B, which is the same for all targets, and an individual component, w i for target i, which is independent from target to target. Thus the evolution of the target state may be written
(1) where the function f is the same for all targets. The components B and w i are unknown although their pdf's p(B) and p(w i ) are available. It is assumed that p(w i ) is the same for all targets. The bulk motion B describes the evolution of the target group over the period (t 0 ,t 1 ). It could also include a misalignment between the reference axes of the two sensors, so perfect grid-lock between the sensors is not essential. (1) and p(w i ) de ne the probabilistic model for the evolution of the target state, p(x 1i jx 0i ,B). Given B, equation (1) indicates that the target states are independent and so the target group evolution model is
p(x 1i j x 0i ; B): (2) Measurement model for time t 0
The sensor at t 0 is assumed to produce measurements of the form z 0i = h 0 (x 0i ; v 0i ) (3) where measurement i originates from target i. v 0i is the measurement noise and its pdf p(v 0i ) is assumed known. v 0i is independent of v 0j for j6 =i. The distribution of v 0i is assumed to be the same for all targets.
It is assumed that at time t 0 , the equivalent probabilistic model for the sensor is denoted p(z 0i jx 0i ). Since the v 0i are independent and every target is the origin of exactly one measurement,
Measurement model for time t 1 At time step t 1 , the association between the measurements and their generating sources is unknown. Hence, the measurement model at t 1 is developed conditional on the hypothesis which links the measurements and their sources. Measurements from the various sources are assumed to be generated as follows: 
Model for number of targets detected
The detection probability, p D , is assumed to be constant for each target and so, given that the number of targets is N, the number, N D , of targets detected at t 1 , has a Binomial distribution.
Model for number of spurious measurements
The number of measurements received at time t 1 is equal to the number of targets detected plus the number of spurious measurements. So in addition to the model for the number of targets detected, a model for the number of spurious measurements is required. This is denoted by the discrete probability distribution 
Since the sensor scan patterns at t 0 and t 1 are assumed independent, for given ] for further details). However, the prior probability of hypothesis depends on our prior beliefs concerning the relative chances of each of the available sources generating a spurious measurement. Here we assume that the probability of a spurious measurement being clutter generated is p C and all N targets are equally likely to cause spurious measurements. Hence the probability of a spurious measurement being caused by target i is (1-p C )/N for i=1,: : :,N.
Prior information on target states and the bulk motion
It is assumed that the prior information on the target states at time t 0 is independent and equal for each of the N targets and hence is given by
This is done to represent very vague information available about the location of the targets prior to measurements being obtained. The prior distribution of the bulk term B is assumed to be available and is denoted by p(B).
General solution
Our route to obtaining p(x 11 jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) is to construct p(X 1 jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) and then derive the pdf of the required target by \integrating out" the other members of the target set. It is convenient to write
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Here the summation is over every possible hypothesis , p(X 1 jZ 1 ,Z 0 , ) is the posterior pdf of the target set X 1 conditional on the compound hypothesis being correct and p( jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) is the posterior probability that is correct. Clearly, to construct this mixture density it is necessary to derive p(X 1 jZ 1 ,Z 0 , ) and p( jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) and enumerate every possible hypothesis .
Posterior probability of X 1
It is most convenient to introduce the auxiliary parameter B, as the target states are independent given B. This allows X 0 and X 1 to be decomposed into individual components:
The posterior pdf of X 1 conditional on B and is given by
where the likelihood of X 1 can be obtained from the available measurement models. The posterior of B conditional on hypothesis is given by
Posterior probability of
To evaluate this probability, the uncertainty in the number of detected targets must be considered. It is convenient to de ne the notation 
It can be seen that even to obtain the probability of a single hypothesis, (11) must be evaluated for every hypothesis to obtain the normalizing denominator. This may entail an enormous computational e ort. Also note that the hypothesis probabilities contain other interesting and useful information. For example, the posterior probability that measurement z Ti originated from target k is simply obtained by summing the posterior probability of all hypotheses for which (i)=k. In the same way the posterior probability that target k was not detected at time t 1 is the sum of p( jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) for which (k)=0. A formal solution for the required pdf, p(x 11 jZ 1 , Z 0 ), may be obtained directly from integration of (7).
A particular solution
In general, it is not possible to obtain a closed form solution for p(X 1 jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) due to the integrations involved.
In this section we present a special case for which a closed form solution does exist. The motion and 
The assumed models and prior distributions are taken to be:
Target dynamics Note that the association permutation has been included in the conditioning of the measurement model at time t 1 .
Target and bulk motion prior
The prior pdf of the target state is taken to be
where p(x 0i )=N( x 0 , M 0 ) for i=1,. . . ,N. The bulk motion prior is also Gaussian, p(B)=N(b, ).
Association hypothesis prior
The scan patterns of the sensors at times t 0 and t 1 are assumed to be independent and so the prior probabilities of the hypotheses are taken to be uniform.
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5.1 Posterior distribution of required target x 11 given : p(x 11 jZ 1 ,Z 0 , ) Using these prior distributions and models, the following distributions may be derived (details are given in Note that there are two results depending on whether or not the permutation indicates that target i has been observed. If target i has not been observed then the predicted position is only updated by the posterior bulk mean. However, if target i has been observed (according to ) then this measurement is used to update the predicted position in conjunction with the posterior bulk mean. Note for the required target set i=1.
5.2 Posterior probability of hypothesis : p( jZ 1 ,Z 1 )
Solutions are given for both a Poisson distribution and a uniform distribution for the number of spurious measurements received. These clutter models are widely used in target tracking studies (see 1]).
Number of spurious measurements
The distribution of the number of spurious measurements is taken to be either Poisson with mean ( V) (where is the density of clutter measurements) or uniform. Posterior probability of : p( jZ 1 , Z 0 )
Using the prior information and measurement models the following result may be obtained (see ref 9] 
This indicates that F( ) is always greater than or equal to zero, so the posterior probability of increases as F( ) approaches zero. The rst summation in (20) is a measure of how well the measured displacements of the targets under match the expected bulk motion b. A good match is indicated by low values for the i ( ) which make up the summation. The second summation is over quadratic forms in ( k ( )-i ( )). The vector ( k ( )-i ( )) is the di erence between the measured displacement of target i and that of target k under hypothesis . Thus the second summation is a measure of the similarity of the displacement of each target (the summation being over all target pairs), and is independent of the expected bulk motion b. Hence, the permutation minimising the summation F( ) is the result of a trade o between matching the prior model parameters and matching the model structure. The balance between the two summations is controlled by the relative uncertainties in the bulk motion, the within group motion and sensor errors.
Hypothesis construction and reduction
In order to implement this algorithm, the measurement-target association hypotheses must be enumerated. Algorithms for generating every feasible hypothesis are readily available, see 10]. The total number of hypotheses N can be enormous and with substantial calculations required for each hypothesis a full analysis is computationally prohibitive. However, for many problems the vast majority of these hypotheses have only very small posterior probability and hence make a negligible contribution to the full solution. These hypotheses therefore, can be ignored with minimal e ect (although strictly the solution would be sub-optimal). It would clearly be advantageous to discard these most improbable hypotheses without evaluating their posterior probabilities. This could be viewed as a coarse pre-lter to select the most important hypotheses for further consideration. Such a scheme is described below. The discussion is limited to the linear-Gaussian case, with only state independent spurious measurements. Also, the prior probabilities for the hypotheses have been assumed to be uniform (ie uninformative) and hence it follows that hypotheses having low likelihood will also have low posterior probability. The technique relies on the clear and complete picture of the targets obtained at time t 0 . This picture e ectively de nes a grid of gates in the measurement space of the second sensor at time t 1 . The relative spacing of the grid centres is determined by the relative spacing of the target state estimatesx 0i (obtained from measurements at t 0 ). The size of the gates is chosen to accommodate (with high probability) independent and within group motion together with the measurement errors of the two sensors. Thus it should be possible to position the grid of gates within the measurement space, so that each measurement z 1j falls within one of the gates. Moreover, the translation of the grid should be compatible with the uncertainty in the bulk motion of the targets, de ned by the mean b and covariance . The possible translations of the grid which meet these conditions, identify hypotheses which have a nonvanishing posterior probability. The above reasoning leads to a fairly economical scheme for constructing a restricted set of feasible hypotheses. The proposed algorithm consists of the following steps: Repeat steps 1 to 5 with N D =1,..,min (N 1 ,N) 2. Consider the association of gate 1 with z 1j . If this is incompatible with the known degree of uncertainty in the bulk motion, then increment j and repeat, otherwise: 3. Estimate the bulk motion for this association and translate the grid accordingly. 4. Test each measurement z 1k for membership of each gate. Thus construct a matrix indicating which measurements fall within each of the gates. 5. Using the rule that every gate must be associated with exactly one measurement and each measurement may only be associated with one gate and that every unassociated measurement is a clutter return, construct all possible hypotheses .
In the above algorithm, there are N D gates in the grid, each gate corresponding to a detected target at time t 1 . Thus there should be no empty gates. Since it is not known which of the N targets were detected at t 1 , hypotheses must be constructed for every possible combination of target detections.
Step 1 Step 2 considers a possible association between one of the measurements z 1j and the target corresponding to gate 1, which will be denoted target i. The current value of i is determined by step 1. Possible association between z 1j and target i is tested using a 2 test. It is possible that the above association test with target i may be failed for all measurements. In this case every combination of grid gates for which target i corresponds to gate 1 will also fail, and so need not be tested. This is easily implemented as step 1 generates combinations in alphabetical order.
Given that the association test is passed, step 3 produces an estimate of the bulk motion based onx 0i and z 1j , and the grid of gates is translated accordingly. In step 4, every measurement is tested for membership of each of the gates, again using a 2 test. The result is stored in a matrix that indicates which of the measurements fell within each of the gates. In the nal step 5, a hypothesis construction algorithm is run over the gate membership matrix. This generates all feasible hypotheses from the requirement that for every hypothesis, every gate must be associated with exactly one measurement and each measurement may only be associated with one gate. When all gates have been assigned a measurement for a given hypothesis, all remaining measurements are taken to be clutter. The following points should be noted:
The hypotheses selected by this algorithm may depend upon the labelling of the gates, and in particular on which gate corresponds to gate 1. This is because gate 1 is used to de ne the translation of the grid in step 3 of the algorithm. Labelling a di erent gate as number 1 would result in a di erent set of gate translations and so might change the selection of the hypotheses. However, provided the gate sizes are chosen to be su ciently large, the only di erence should be in those hypotheses that are only barely acceptable (ie highly improbable), and so are of little consequence in the nal solution.
The setting of the thresholds T 1 and T 2 should strictly depend on N D , the number of targets detected at time t 1 . Suppose that thresholds were chosen so that the probability of incorrectly rejecting a measurement was p 0 . If each individual measurement-gate acceptance test were independent, then the probability of rejecting the correct hypothesis would be p c = 1 ? (1 ? p 0 ) ND . Due to the coupling from the bulk motion, these tests are not independent and so p c is somewhat less than this upper bound. However, for xed p 0 , the value of p c will rise with N D . The recommendation to set p 0 =0.001 is reasonable for small N D (less than 10, say).
Simulation example
To illustrate the particular solution obtained in section 5 we present the following simulation example. The solution is obtained by evaluating equations (15) to (18), (19) and (20). For the results given here, the posterior densities and probabilities have only been evaluated for those hypotheses selected by the construction algorithm of Section 6. Further reduction of the hypotheses may be appropriate after updating with the measurement set Z 1 . This posterior information may indicate that some of the hypotheses from the construction algorithm (which were selected on the basis of high likelihood) have low posterior probability. Posterior reduction has been achieved by eliminating that set of hypotheses which have the smallest posterior probabilities and for which the sum of their probabilities is less than 0.001. This value of 2 includes uncertainty about the bulk motion of the targets together with uncertainty in sensor grid co-ordination due to missile navigation errors. The prior mean for the bulk motion has been set to zero to indicate no prior knowledge as to which direction the group will move. For the within group manoeuvres, q=0.05. Measurement accuracy of the sensors is taken to be r 0 =r 1 =0.01. At the time t 1 of seeker activation, the detection probability is taken to be p D =0.8 and the clutter density is set at =0.1. The observation region of the seeker at t 1 is set via the predictive distribution p(X 1 jZ 0 ). For target i, the predictive distribution is p(x 1i jz 0i ) =N(z 0i +b,(q+r 0 +r 1 + 2 )I 2 ). By evaluating z 0i +b 3(q+r 0 +r 1 + 2 ) 1 2 (1,1) T for each of the N targets in turn, and taking the max and min in the x and y directions, we obtain a box which the group falls within with high probability. The aim here is to derive an observation region su ciently large to contain the whole target formation, and not just the designated target. Fig 3 shows the measurements generated at time t 1 . These include target and clutter observations. The resulting search box volume is V=485, which gives an expected number of clutter returns of about V=48.5. The high density of clutter makes this a most challenging problem. A Poisson random number generator gave 50 clutter measurements and 5 of the targets were detected, producing a total of 55 measurements at t 1 . The bulk term was not generated as a random number, but instead set at B=(5.0,5.0) T . To carry out an analysis by eye, remember that the initial target pattern is in the form of a triangle and note that p D =0.8, so it is unlikely that all of the six targets will have been observed. Examining the measurements shown on g 3 indicates several possible measurement clusters which could be the target grouping. Some example groupings have been ringed. Clearly there is considerable uncertainty as to the location of the targets. The 5 target measurements are those numbered 1 to 5, with the correct association being (1,2,3,0,4,5) -ie target 4 has not been detected. At t 0 the designated target is located at x 01 = (0.0,2.0) T , the top of the triangular target formation. After the bulk and individual translation it is situated at x 11 = (5.250,7.012) T . It is detected at t 1 . Fig 4 shows a contour plot of p(x 11 jZ 0 ), the predictive pdf of x 11 prior to receiving Z 1 . Contours containing 50%, 75%, 90%, 95% and 99% of the probability mass have been shown. The measurement set Z 1 has been overlaid on the picture, and also depicted (by triangles) are the target positions at t 1 . Note that the large number of measurements in the region of high probability density leads to techniques such as the PDAF 7] being inappropriate. Also note that measurement 41 is closest to the predictive mode for target 1. The hypothesis generation algorithm, with a 2 threshold of 13.816 (p=0.001), gave 1311 hypotheses from a total of about 2 10 10 possible associations -a reduction of around 10 7 :1. Clearly the full total is computationally prohibitive whereas the reduced total is acceptable. Table 1 : Top 10 components of the posterior pdf of target 1 and true association. Table 1 gives the parameters of the posterior pdf. In this table, k is the hypothesis number, k is the hypothesis, p( k jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) is the posterior probability of hypothesis k ,x 11 ( k ) and P 1 ( k ) are the posterior mean and covariance of p(x 11 jZ 1 ,Z 0 , k ). Note that since the covariance matrix is diagonal, only the variances in the x and y directions have been given. The components have been sorted in descending order of posterior probability, so 1 has the largest posterior probability. The ten components with largest posterior probability, along with the true association, are shown in table 1. Although the true hypothesis is at position 18, the most probable component is in error only for target 6 (which is incorrectly hypothesised to be undetected).
The required mixture pdf is given by
where n is the number of components which remain after deleting those hypotheses which are highly improbable. For this example, this approximate mixture reduction left n=718 components from the 1311 hypotheses generated by the construction algorithm. The overall mean and covariance of the mixture p(x 11 jZ 1 ,Z 0 ) are given at the end of table 1. For each hypothesis k , the posterior expected value of the bulk motion B( k ) is also given.
Fig 5 shows a contour plot and g 6 gives a surface plot of the posterior pdf p(x 11 jZ 1 ,Z 0 ). The contour lines in g 5 are set at the 50% , 75% , 90% , 95% and 99% heights of the dominant mixture component. The many widely spaced modes indicate the di culty of the association task, however most probability mass is in the vicinity of the target. Although measurement 41 is closest to the predictive mode in g 4, the group pattern information contained in Z 1 was su ciently strong to move the majority of posterior probability mass away to the potential groupings visually identi ed in g 3. However, the key point is that this posterior pdf is a rigorous probabilistic quanti cation of uncertainty in the designated target location and provides the necessary information for an acquisition decision.
Discussion and conclusions
The posterior pdf of the designated target's state required for acquisition is obtained as a mixture pdf resulting from the superposition of all possible measurement association hypotheses. Due to the potentially enormous number of feasible hypotheses, even for the linear-Gaussian/ uniform-Poisson case the computational burden of producing the required pdf is considerable. To alleviate this, a gating algorithm has been proposed to reject highly unlikely hypotheses before probability evaluation. For the simulation example, a 10 7 :1 reduction in the number of feasible hypotheses was achieved, thus turning an overwhelming computational problem into a relatively straightforward one.
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An important feature of the Bayesian solution is that the posterior pdf precisely quanti es the uncertainty in the state of the designated target so allowing an informed acquisition decision. An easily identi ed target will result in the probability mass being concentrated about a single point in state space, whereas signi cant uncertainty as to the identity of the required target will result in a multimodal distribution with a number of distinct concentrations of probability mass. This can be seen in the simulation example, where the presence of numerous clutter measurements has lead to many modes in the posterior pdf. All models used in the particular analytic solution were linear and Gaussian. This limits the group bulk motion to a simple translation. Extension to allow non-linear bulk e ects such as rotation and expansion would be valuable. Sample based techniques, such as the bootstrap approach of 9], o er potential approximate implementation strategies for these analytically intractable, but desirable, modelling assumptions. Note that although an explicit solution has only been given for the single update problem in section 2, the framework has been established for the more general problem with further measurement updates (at time t 2 , t 3 etc). However, such an extension is a challenging problem. The full joint distribution of all N targets (i.e. of X 1 ) would have to be propagated for each possible association. Also (posterior) hypothesis reduction would require careful consideration. Again, a sampling based approach may be the best way forward (see 11]). 
